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Abstract: The finite difference method and the volume of fluid (VOF) method were used to 
develop a three-dimensional numerical model to study wave interaction with a perforated caisson. 
The partial cell method was adopted to solve this type of problem for the first time. The validity of 
the present model, with and without the presence of caisson structures, was examined by comparing 
the model results with experimental data. Then, the numerical model was used to investigate the 
effects of various wave and structure parameters on the wave force and wave runup of the 
perforated quasi-ellipse caisson. Compared with the solid quasi-ellipse caisson, the wave force on 
the perforated quasi-ellipse caisson is significantly reduced with increasing porosity of the 
perforated quasi-ellipse caisson. Furthermore, the perforated quasi-ellipse caisson can also reduce 
the wave runup, and it tends to decrease with the increase of the porosity of the perforated 
quasi-ellipse caisson and the relative wave height.    
Key words: VOF method; partial cell method; perforated quasi-ellipse caisson; wave pressure; 
wave force; wave runup     
1 Introduction 
A quasi-ellipse caisson is a new type of structure ideally suited for open deep-water 
wharves. Compared with circular caissons, the quasi-ellipse caissons are a better choice for 
large-scale precast concrete caissons, because differential settlement of the foundation poses 
less of a risk to an upper wharf structure supported by quasi-ellipse caissons. The gravity 
dolphin wharf supported by the quasi-ellipse caisson was first used by the Dalian Ore Terminal 
Phase II Project (Bai and Hu 2006). It helped to lower the top elevation of the wharf 
significantly and provide better service functions, safety performance, and economic efficiency 
(Dong 2008). 
In recent decades, many studies on perforated caissons have been carried out, especially 
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on perforated circular and rectangular caissons. Darwiche et al. (1994) investigated wave 
interaction with a vertical cylinder encircled by a semi-porous circular caisson using the 
eigenfunction expansion method. Neelamani et al. (2000) reported experimental studies on a 
concentric cylinder system under wave action, with a square cross-section for the outer cylinder. 
Vijayalakshmi et al. (2007) studied the wave runup on a concentric twin perforated circular 
cylinder. Takahashi (1996) investigated the wave force on a perforated rectangular caisson and 
revised Goda’s formula to calculate the wave force. Yip and Chwang (2000) proposed a 
perforated rectangular caisson with a submerged horizontal internal plate to improve the 
internal stability of the hollow chamber. Suh et al. (2001) developed an analytical model based 
on a frequency-average method to predict the reflection characteristics of irregular waves 
incident on perforated rectangular caissons, but there is a large error in the numerical model. Li 
et al. (2002) presented analytical results on the reflection of obliquely incident waves by 
breakwaters with a partially perforated wall. Li et al. (2003) used the eigenfunction expansion 
method to investigate the interaction of obliquely incident waves with partially-perforated 
caissons. Chen et al. (2003) proposed a numerical simulation method of wave interaction with 
perforated rectangular caisson breakwaters based on a two-dimensional VOF method. Later, Li 
et al. (2005) also used the eigenfunction expansion method to investigate the reflection of 
obliquely incident waves by perforated caissons with a traverse wall. Chen et al. (2007) 
calculated the wave force on a perforated rectangular caisson with a top cover based on the 
two-dimensional VOF method and provided simplified formulas for the calculation of the total 
horizontal force on a perforated rectangular caisson. Liu et al. (2007b) also theoretically 
investigated the wave action on a perforated rectangular caisson with a horizontal porous plate. 
Liu et al. (2007a) solved the reflection problem of obliquely incident waves from an infinite 
row of partially perforated rectangular caissons by assuming a three-dimensional potential flow 
field and solved the potential functions using the eigenfunction expansion method. Liu et al. 
(2008) performed an experimental and theoretical study on partially perforated rectangular 
caissons under the condition of normally incident irregular waves.  
However, there have been relatively few studies of perforated quasi-ellipse caissons, and 
most of the theoretical investigations are based on the linear potential flow theory and the 
two-dimensional VOF method. Therefore, there is a need to develop a three-dimensional 
nonlinear numerical model in the time domain, so as to deal with the complicated physical 
process involved in the wave-caisson interaction problem. 
In this study, the finite difference method and VOF method, combined with the partial cell 
method (Wang and Su 1991), were used to develop a three-dimensional numerical model in the 
time domain with consideration of the viscosity effect and nonlinear action of waves on structures. 
The VOF method was adopted to track the free water surface, and the partial cell method was 
used to deal with the problem of wave interaction with perforated caissons. In this model, the 
structure shape was accurately described and the conflict between the element number and 
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calculation accuracy was resolved. This model has been verified and used to investigate the effect 
of the wave and structure parameters, such as the relative wave height and relative caisson width, 
on the wave force and wave runup on the perforated quasi-ellipse caisson. 
2 Numerical model 
2.1 Governing equations 
The fluid is assumed to be viscous and incompressible, and the fluid motion is governed 
by the continuity equation (Eq. (1)) and the Navier-Stokes equations (Eqs. (2), (3) and (4)). The 
free surface is traced by the VOF function f (Eq. (5)):  
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where u, v, and w are the velocity components in the x, y, and z directions, respectively; t is 
time; g  is the gravitational acceleration; U  is the fluid density;  is the fluid pressure; p
kQ  is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity; and T  is the parameter of the partial cell, > @0,1T  . Parameters in this model were set as follows: U = 1000 kg/m3, g = 9.8 m/s2, and 
kQ =1.002 × 10–6 m2/s.
The value of f in a cell represents the fractional volume of the cell occupied by fluid. In 
particular, a unity value of f corresponds to a cell being full of fluid, whereas a value of 0 
indicates that the cell contains no fluid. Cells with f values between 0 and 1 are partially filled 
with fluid and intersected by a free surface, or else contain voids (bubbles) smaller than the 
dimensions of the cell mesh. The partial cell method was commonly used to dispose of liquid 
sloshing in any arbitrarily shaped containers in the improved VOF method (Wang and Su 1991). 
In this study, however, it was used to deal with the irregular boundaries of the perforated 
quasi-ellipse caisson. 
2.2 Numerical procedure 
2.2.1 Finite difference scheme 
A finite difference method is used to solve the governing equations. A staggered mesh is 
used for the computational discretization. Parameters such as p and f of a cell are labeled 
and
, ,i j kp
, ,i j kf , and are located at the center of the cell. The velocity component u on the right side 
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of the cell is labeled 1 2, ,i ju  k , the vertical velocity v at the top of the cell is labeled , 1 2,i j kv  ,
and the velocity component w at the front side of the cell is written as , , 1 2i j kw  . ,
, and  represent the fractional area of overflow cross section on the right side, 
top side, and front side of the cell, respectively. The time derivative is discretized by the 
forward time difference scheme and the second-order central difference scheme is used to 
discretize the viscosity terms. A combination of the central difference scheme and the upwind 
scheme is used to discretize the convection terms. 
, ,( )i j kAR
, ,( )i j kAT , ,( )i j kAF
In this model, the solution algorithm-volume of fluid (SOLA-VOF) algorithm is employed 
to solve the difference equations for each control cell. At each time step the velocity field and 
pressure must be solved for each control cell. Explicit approximations of the velocity field are 
obtained from the momentum equations using the values from the previous time step. In order 
to satisfy the continuity equations, the pressure and velocities are adjusted as necessary in each 
computational cell containing fluid. In cells containing fluid but without a free surface, the cell 
pressure is adjusted until the continuity equation is satisfied with the required accuracy. For 
cells containing a free surface, the free surface boundary condition is satisfied by setting the 
surface cell pressure equal to the value obtained by a linear interpolation between the pressure 
prescribed at the free surface and the pressure of the interpolation cell inside the fluid. 
After the velocity field and pressure have been obtained by the above iteration process in 
each computational cell occupied by fluid, the VOF function f is computed for the new time 
step to provide the new fluid configuration. The fact that f is a step function necessitates special 
care in computing the fluxes, in order to preserve the definition of a free surface; here, a 
donor-acceptor flux approximation of the SOLA-VOF method is used to determine the f
function at each interface (Wang et al. 1999).  
2.2.2 Boundary conditions 
The three-dimensional wave tank used in this study is shown in Fig. 1, where L is the 
length of the tank, W is the width, h is the water depth, L1 is the length of the effective or 
working zone of the tank, and L2 is the length of the velocity reduction zone. The Cartesian 
coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1: Oxyz is fixed on the tank and the origin is at the bottom 
of the tank. 
Fig. 1 3-D numerical wave tank 
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The numerical wave maker generates waves on the left side of the numerical tank 
( ). According to the principle of wave absorption, in order to eliminate the 
influence of any reflected waves that reach the wave generator, the velocity at the wave maker 
boundary is expressed based on cnoidal wave theory (Wang et al. 1999):  
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where  ,k tK c is the practical wave surface in front of the k c th paddle in the z direction, 
 ,k tK c is the theoretical wave surface, and  is the celerity of the cnoidal wave.  c
The right end of the tank (
1 2 2 12
S { B B C CS ) is set as the open boundary. The velocity 
reduction zone, with the length of L2, adjacent to the right end is designated the sponge layer, 
and the reduction coefficient  rP  (Troch and De Rouck 1998) of vertical velocity in the 
zone is determined as follows:  
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                          (7) 
where r is the distance from a calculation cell in the sponge layer to the wave generator in the x
direction, and  is the distance from the origin of the sponge layer to the wave generator in 
the x direction. The vertical velocity v is obtained from the governing equations and then 
multiplied by 
0r
 rP  to reduce the amplitude of the wave. Thus, the reduced vertical velocity 
inside the sponge layer is obtained. 
Based on the Sommerfeld radiation condition, the outflow velocity at the right open 
boundary is 
open
( , )k gk k tU
x t
I I K
Z Z
cw w    w w ,
2k S                   (8)  O
where I  is the velocity potential, O  is the wave length,  is the wave number, k Z  is the 
angular frequency, and  ,k tK c  is the free water surface of the open boundary. 
Sidewall boundaries (  and 5S { 1 1 1 1A B C DS 6S { 2 2 2 2A B C DS ) and the bottom boundary  
(
1 2 2 1
) of the tank are treated as free-slip rigid walls. Both the normal velocities at the 
free-slip boundary and the normal derivative of the tangential velocities are set as zero.
3S { A A B BS
3 Verification of numerical model 
3.1 Validation of numerical wave tank 
The properties of the numerical wave tank, including numerical dissipation, stability, 
distribution uniformity, and repeatability of waves, were examined first. Calculation parameters
were as follows: the incident wave height H was from 1.0 m to 4.0 m, the wave period T was 
from 8.0 s to 13.0 s, and the water depth h was 20 m. The length and width of the tank were, 
respectively, 800 m and 260 m, and the lengths of the working zone L1 and velocity reduction 
zone L2 were, respectively, 600 m and 200 m. In addition, mesh sizes were set as follows: x' =
2m, =3m, andy' z' =2m. Table 1 lists the calculated mean wave height  at the position iH
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of x iO  (i =1, 2, 3, and 4) in the wave tank. In Table 1,  is the maximum relative error 
of  compared with the incident wave height H.  is less than 5% for all six cases, 
which indicates that the present model has little numerical dissipation. The time series of wave 
heights at the location 
maxE
iH maxE
2x O  is shown in Fig. 2; the calculated water surface profile is stable 
and regular. Water surfaces in the tank at two specific times are presented in Fig. 3; these 
figures again clearly confirm that the waves are fairly uniform and repeatable. Results from the 
analysis indicate that the present wave model can generate the expected regular waves. 
Table 1 Wave heights at different positions in numerical wave tank 
Case T (s) H (m) h (m) 1H (m) 2H (m) 3H (m) 4H (m) Emax (%) 
1 9.0 1.0 20 1.027 1.005 0.981 0.962 3.8 
2 10.0 1.0 20 1.043 1.018 0.998 0.982 4.3 
3 11.0 1.0 20 1.021 0.998 0.972 0.952 4.8 
4 9.0 1.9 20 1.932 1.890 1.875 1.888 1.7 
5 10.0 1.9 20 1.901 1.882 1.875 1.849 2.7 
6 11.0 1.9 20 1.903 1.893 1.899 1.897 0.2 
Note:
max max 100%, 1,  2,  3,  and 4.i
H HE i
H
 u  
Fig. 2 Time variation of wave surface (x = 2O )
Fig. 3 Water surface in tank 
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3.2 Comparison of numerical and experimental results 
Schematic diagrams of a perforated rectangular caisson model and its pressure sensors are 
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. The model caisson (Chen et al. 2007; Liu 2007) was 
0.3 m long, 0.68 m wide, and 0.7 m in height. The water depth h in front of the structure was 
0.4 m. The front wall was perforated by four rectangular holes, and the back wall was solid. 
The length and width of the holes were 0.11 m and 0.074 m, respectively. Six pressure sensors 
were fixed at various positions on the front and back walls. 
Fig. 4 Perforated rectangular caisson model (Unit: mm) 
Fig. 5 Pressure sensor positions on perforated rectangular caisson model (Unit: mm) 
At this stage, a numerical simulation was performed to obtain the pressure distribution on 
the perforated rectangular caisson. Mesh sizes were chosen as follows: x'  was 3.0 cm, 
was from 4.05 cm to 4.45 cm, and
y'
z' was 4.25 cm. The computational conditions were H = 6 cm, 
T = 1.4 s, and h = 40 cm. Fig. 6 shows the time series of both the computed pressure and the 
corresponding measured data at the positions of six sensors. According to cnoidal wave 
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theory, the nonlinear effect strengthens near the free surface, so the computed pressures 
slightly overestimate the measured results at the positions of sensor 3 and sensor 6, as shown in 
Figs. 6(e) and (f). Figs. 6(a) through 6(d) show that the calculated pressures almost exactly 
match the experimental data. Generally, the overall results of the numerical model agree fairly 
well with those of the physical model. Therefore, the proposed three-dimensional numerical 
model in the time domain can be used with a fair degree of confidence for assessing wave 
forces on other types of perforated caissons.  
Fig. 6 Comparisons between experimental and calculated results of time series of                    
wave pressures on perforated rectangular caisson 
4 Perforated quasi-ellipse caisson model and wave parameters 
The quasi-ellipse caisson considered is represented in Fig. 7. It was made up of three parts: 
the front and back parts of the caisson were semicircle sections, and the middle part was a 
rectangular section. In Fig. 7, D denotes the diameter of the semicircle sections, and B
represents the length of the rectangular section. 
Wave parameters and computational conditions were as follows: the incident wave height  
H varied within the range of 1.0 m to 4.0 m, the wave period T varied within the range of 8.0 s 
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to 13.0 s, the water depth h was 20 m, the length of the rectangular section B was 12 m, and the 
width of the caisson D was 20 m. The incident wave traveled in the x direction. The initial time 
step  was set as 0.04 s and automatically adjusted to satisfy the Courant condition and a 
diffusive limit condition. The iteration convergence criterion 
t'
H  was set as 0.005.  
Fig. 7 Quasi-ellipse caisson model 
The wave forces were obtained by integrating the surface pressure on the structure. The 
magnitude of the positive wave force on the caisson is denoted by F  and its direction 
coincides with the positive x axis. Similarly, the magnitude of the negative wave force on the 
caisson is denoted by F  and it is in the direction opposite to F . The wave force  was 
the maximum value of 
F
F  and F . Similar to that used for the isolated square pier (Wang 
1991), the non-dimensional wave force F  can be written as 
   2 tanh
FF
kh
g B D h
kh
U
 ª º « »¬ ¼
                       (9)
The perforated quasi-ellipse caisson is represented in Fig. 8. In order to understand the 
effect of different porosities on reducing the wave force and wave runup, two perforated 
quasi-ellipse caisson models were considered. Caisson 1 had two rectangular holes on each 
sidewall and one rectangular hole on each semicircle section, while caisson 2 had four 
rectangular holes on each sidewall and two rectangular holes on each semicircle section. The 
height and width of the holes were 3 m and 4 m, respectively. The porosity of caisson 2 was 
twice that of caisson 1. 
A relative length-width ratio of the perforated quasi-ellipse caissons B D of 0.6 was 
adopted. The cells on the solid quasi-ellipse caisson and perforated quasi-ellipse caissons are 
shown in Fig. 9, where impervious boundaries of the solid quasi-ellipse caisson and perforated 
quasi-ellipse caisson are represented as oblique lines. Plane coordinates of cell nodes in the 
wave tank around the quasi-ellipse caisson and perforated quasi-ellipse caissons are also shown 
in Fig. 9. The units of coordinates are meters. 
Wave runup is defined as the height that the wave reaches from the still water level (SWL) 
at a certain position around the structure. The locations of wave runup calculation were kept very 
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close to the solid quasi-ellipse caisson and perforated quasi-ellipse caissons, at about 1.4 m from 
the front face, as displayed in Fig. 9. The wave runup on the caissons is presented as the 
wave runup ratio (
upR
upR H ) there.  
Fig. 8 Perforated quasi-ellipse caisson models (Unit: m)
Fig. 9 Schematic diagrams of cells on solid quasi-ellipse caisson and perforated quasi-ellipse caisson  
Schematic diagrams of wave pressure survey sections around the solid quasi-ellipse 
caisson and perforated quasi-ellipse caisson are shown in Fig. 10. The locations of wave 
pressure calculation on the solid quasi-ellipse caisson and perforated quasi-ellipse caissons 
were kept very close to the caissons; ‘1-1’, ‘2-2’, and ‘3-3’ represent the three sections of wave 
pressure calculation displayed in Fig. 10.  
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Fig. 10 Schematic diagrams of wave pressure survey sections around solid quasi-ellipse caisson and 
perforated quasi-ellipse caisson  
5 Results and discussion  
5.1 Wave pressure 
Comparisons of wave pressure on the solid quasi-ellipse caisson and perforated 
quasi-ellipse caissons are shown in Fig. 11. s is defined as the distance from the pressure sensor 
around the structure to the bottom of the caisson. The calculation conditions were as follows: 
B D  was 0.6, H h  was 0.15, and kD was 0.918.  
Fig. 11 Comparisons of wave pressures on solid quasi-ellipse caisson and perforated quasi-ellipse caissons
It can be seen that the perforation has some noticeable effects on wave pressure. The wave 
pressures on the solid quasi-ellipse caisson are greater than those on both of the perforated 
quasi-ellipse caissons, as shown in Figs. 11(a) and (b). In particular, the wave pressures near 
the still water are significantly decreased for the perforated quasi-ellipse caissons in Fig. 11(c) 
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in comparison with the solid caisson. This reduction of wave pressures indicates stronger wave 
interaction with the perforated quasi-ellipse caissons and greater wave energy loss, with the 
largest effect occurring near the water surface. 
5.2 Non-dimensional wave force 
The calculated wave forces on the perforated quasi-ellipse caisson were compared with 
those on the solid quasi-ellipse caisson, as shown in Fig. 12. H h  varied from 0.050 to 0.200, 
and B D  was 0.6.  
Fig. 12 Comparisons of wave forces on quasi-ellipse caisson and perforated quasi-ellipse caissons 
The comparison reveals that the wave forces on the perforated quasi-ellipse caissons are 
much smaller than those on the solid quasi-ellipse caisson, as expected. Compared with the 
solid quasi-ellipse caisson, the wave forces on the perforated quasi-ellipse caisson 1 and 
caisson 2 are about 20% and 30% lower, respectively. The reasons are the reduced wave 
pressures on the perforated quasi-ellipse caissons and lesser wave runup around the caissons. It 
is also found that the hole located in the water level changing area has a greater force reduction 
effect than the hole located under the water level changing area, which is likely due to the 
higher energy loss around the hole located near the free surface.  
As for the non-dimensional parameters, H h  has a clear effect on wave force. The larger 
the value of H h  is, the larger the non-dimensional wave forces F  on both the solid 
quasi-ellipse caisson and the perforated quasi-ellipse caissons are. For the same H h , F  on 
the perforated quasi-ellipse caissons is lesser than that on the solid quasi-ellipse caisson. This is 
perhaps because of the strong wave interaction with the perforated quasi-ellipse caisson and 
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significant wave energy loss. 
For the range of kD considered, F  tends to increase along with kD. With the increase of 
kD, the relative size of quasi-ellipse caissons grows, which can lead to a large wave force. 
5.3 Wave runup ratio 
The wave runup ratios on the perforated quasi-ellipse caissons at location #1 (shown in 
Fig. 9) were compared with results from the solid quasi-ellipse caisson, as shown in Fig.13. 
H h  was set from 0.050 to 0.200, and B D of 0.6 was adopted.  
Fig. 13 Comparisons of wave runup ratios on solid quasi-ellipse caisson and perforated quasi-ellipse caissons  
The comparison reveals that the wave runup ratio on the perforated quasi-ellipse caisson is 
much smaller than on the solid quasi-ellipse caisson. Compared with values from the solid 
quasi-ellipse caisson, the values of upR H on the perforated quasi-ellipse caisson 1 and 
caisson 2 are about 10% and 15% smaller, respectively. The reason is that the wave reflection 
effect around the perforated quasi-ellipse caisson is weakened and more energy is lost through 
wave interaction with the perforation in the caisson.  
H h  has a significant effect on upR H of the quasi-ellipse caisson. upR H  increases 
along with H h . The main causes of this tendency are related with the stronger nonlinear 
waves that raise the relative wave height.  
upR H  at a certain point is seen to increase at first, then decrease with the increase of kD.
This is consistent with recent experimental observation (Ren et al. 2009). upR H mainly 
depends on the phase lag of the incident wave and diffraction waves. The maximum wave 
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runup ratio occurs at a certain relative caisson width kD.
6 Conclusions 
A three-dimensional numerical model was developed based on the finite difference 
method and the VOF method. To describe the structure shape accurately and resolve the tension 
between the inadequacy of the number of elements and the calculation accuracy, the partial cell 
method was adopted. After the validation of the model for cases with and without the caisson 
structure, the model was used to investigate the wave pressure, wave force, and wave runup on 
the perforated quasi-ellipse caissons. The main conclusions are as follows: 
(1) The numerical model has little numerical dissipation, and significant stability, 
uniformity, and repeatability. A good overall agreement has been achieved between the 
numerical predictions and the physical model data. The present model is a useful tool for 
practical engineering investigations of wave interaction with perforated caissons. 
(2) The reduction of wave pressures indicates stronger wave interaction with the 
perforated quasi-ellipse caissons and greater wave energy loss, with the largest effect occurring 
near the water surface. 
(3) Compared with the solid quasi-ellipse caisson, the wave force on the perforated 
quasi-ellipse caisson is significantly reduced with the increase of porosity of the perforated 
quasi-ellipse caisson.  
(4) The perforated quasi-ellipse caisson can reduce the wave runup compared with the 
solid quasi-ellipse caisson. This reduction tends to increase along with the porosity of the 
perforated quasi-ellipse caisson and relative wave height H h .
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